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YOUR MISSION COMPLETED: LET’S DO BRUNCH
Last week, we asked you to show us how you dine during the midday. From exciting
eggs to wonderful waffles, we had a hunch Calgary Gastroposters would have us craving
brunch. On these pages, Twitter handles are in blue and Instagram handles are in brown.

Adriana Bernal
@adriberisa

Homemade Grand Marnier french toast
and baked potato hash Sunday brunch for friends.

Tierra Walter
@waltertierra
I love scrambled eggs

Anh Dang
@zenjan30
Brunch is my favourite! Fruit,
toast, eggs and hash browns

Amanda Bee
@uncorrectedproofs
Tater tot poutine with mornay
sauce in place of gravy

Jesse Suchla
First-time Gastroposter
Pulled pork hash from Blue
Star Diner

Paris Reid
@parisreid
Loaded smoothie bowls for a
very refreshing Sunday brunch

Linda Whitworth
@gobarleytweets
Chocolate barley crepes are
part breakfast, part dessert

Jocelyn Samonte
@_smallpackages
Breakfast in bed

Benjamin McTavish
@mct_ben
Breakfast at the Kananaskis
Delta

Gillian Edwards
@gmedwards
Long weekend dim sum
brunch

Karen Adler
@karenadler62
No brunch is complete
without egg bake

Sammi Emmett
@lady.sammi
Waffles with ice cream,
maple syrup and Nutella

Taylor Page
@fancy_frites
Tea party with pastries from
Crumble and Flake in Seattle

Alia Ahmad
@aliamarielove
Dutch pancakes. Yum!

Madison Downey
@madisonjanine
Brunch is the prefect meal

Courtney Marchesin
@pamperedbycourt
Any excuse for lemon ricotta
pancakes

Kelly Zakus
@lovelaugh2014
Best eggs Benny at OEB

Devin Wright
@6d0t4
Breakfast protein pancakes

Anna Garber
@kleankuisine
Porridge brunch

Jessica Ashlee
@jessh003
What I love about Sundays

Samantha Noordhof
@samantha_rose89
Man oh man, I could just eat
fruit all day, every day

Cameron Perrier
@cp_stylebook
I declare this breakfast healthy
because of the green smoothie

Jennifer Crawford
@jennyc669
Let’s do brunch!

Emily Jacques
@emjacques
When you make it this good,
you make it your mission

Kim Adamack
@missmistisa
Pink pancakes with Nutella
and cream cheese glaze

Justine Maguire
@justinecelina

For Sunday brunch we had
banana maca pancakes with
raspberry maple syrup.
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YOUR FOOD COULD BE
IN THE PAPER, TOO
JOIN US!

Each week, Gastropost recognizes
some of its members who made
Alberta food a part of their
experience. If you eat local
ingredients to complete this
week’s mission (see right),
tag your post #tasteab and you
might see it here next week!

✔ Get your food pics & ideas
published in the paper
✔ Be the first to find out about
new Gastropost missions

NEXT MISSION: IT’S
A DUMPLING THING
From perogies to samosas to empanadas to
wontons, it seems every culture digs
dumplings. It’s no wonder why as a savoury
or sweet meat and vegetable filling wrapped
in flour is a recipe that’s hard to resist. So
don’t! Your mission is to devote this week to
devouring dumplings. Whether sampling
the many different Chinese dumplings
over dim sum, dining on Italian dumplings
such as gnocchi and ravioli or putting away
Ukrainian or Polish perogies, show us
what’s got you all wrapped up.

Sam Kolpin
@sprinkled_sam
Pulled pork and sweet potato
hash with poached eggs and
cornbread from Blue Star Diner.

MISSION
INSPIRATION

Nick Wong
@azn_gq

Bernice Hill
@dishnthekitchen

Monki Breakfast Club.

Eggs Benedict with blood orange Hollandaise at Ox
and Angela.

Julya Hajnoczky
@obscuralucida

Winnie Huynh
@winnieh

Josee Perron
@redsofamultimed

Blackfoot Truckstop brunch.

Breakfast at Euphoria Café.

Having brunch at my favourite
restaurant in Calgary, Laurier
Lounge.

Stawnichy’s has been a Ukrainian
food staple in Alberta since 1959. The
Mundare-based business creates sausage,
cabbage rolls and of course perogies using
local ingredients when possible.
Stawnichy’s Kevin Markiw says some
people serve up their favourites with a
homemade sauce or in another classic
way. “Traditionally, you can boil your
perogies and serve them with butter,
onions and sour cream.” For the sweet
dessert-filled perogies, a dollop of
whipped cream would also work. Kevin
prefers a cottage cheese and potato filling,
but from sauerkraut to bacon to
blueberries, the possibilities are endless.
If you’re looking to make some perogies
from scratch for the first time, Kevin says
to call an expert. “Call someone who has a
Baba to show them.”
If you’re enjoying local ingredients in
your #gastropost this week, make sure
to include the #tasteab tag for an extra
chance to be in the paper!

Adelaide Markin
@ladyadelaide
Three fluffy pancakes for
Pancake Day

Helanie Dominguez
@vanillahh
Sunny side up

Nicole Peters
@nicolerpeters
I could eat eggs and sweet
potatoes for every meal

Alison Bell
@alisonbell0
Buttermilk, lemon, poppy
seed and quinoa pancakes

Photo of homemade Ukrainian perogies by
Gastroposter Veronika Fedorova

GASTROPOST IT
SHARE YOUR MISSION WITH US AT:

Carmen Cheng
@foodkarmablog
Oyster Bennies with
homemade Hollandaise

Leone Tsang
@leone.tsang
Lox eggs Benedict for brunch

Follow us on
Instagram
and tag a
photo with
#gastropost

Post a photo
through
Twitter and
tag it with
#gastropost

Post
directly
to our
website

Visit gastropost.com to see what your
fellow Gastroposters have been eating.

gastropost.com
DON’T HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US.
WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
Valli Arlette
First-time Gastroposter
Chocolate granola parfait for
breakfast, brunch or anything

Ernest Inglis
@i.was
Cowboy brunch on the barbecue.

Carrie Bradfield
@cbradfield74
Simple but delicious savoury
pancake for Sunday brunch

Email us at calgary@gastropost.com
Contact us through Twitter at @GastropostYYC
Follow us on Instagram at @GastropostYYC

